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ON-SITE INSIGHT

BLUE LIGHT
BLUES
By Danielle Roshong
Blue light glasses are becoming more popular by the day.
Stores are stocking up and people continue to buy. But why
the run on the special lenses?
Since COVID-19 began, people have had more blue light
exposure with increased screen time. This causes eye strain
to be more likely, which can cause short- and long-term
damage. Increased screen time can also affect how the
mind works and how the body feels.
“Blue light can cause eye irritation, headaches, neck and
body pain, and blurry vision,” Iris Tech, a leading company
in the fight against blue light, said.
Blue light is not all bad; it has benefits as well, but too
much exposure can lead to concern.
“[Blue light can induce] staying active within the day,
boosting your memory and alertness, [aiding] your
cognition and memory and [making] you feel happy,” Iris
Tech said.

Internships Adjust to Online Work. Photo by Annie Kadlecek

By Emma Martinez
As graduation approaches, many students are questioning
how prepared they are for the next steps ahead of them.
Thankfully, most academic programs involve opportunities
for students to be on-site in their field to prepare them for
the future. With the installation of the Pendle Hill Pledge,
internship and field experience are only increasing in
importance within each program.
Departments that featured off-campus experiences in
their educational tracks prior to the Pendle Hill Pledge
include the nursing, social work, and education departments.
These experiences offer students the opportunity to do
hands-on work in their future professional fields throughout
their time at Malone.
“[Clinical is] where we learn everything,” Melody Weaver,
senior nursing student, said. “Without clinical we would
not know anything… We can learn in a textbook and know
the idea of something but knowing the idea and actually
doing it are two different things.”
Nursing students are taken to various health providers
in the region in order to participate in on-the-job training.
“We[‘ve gotten to go to] Summa in Akron; I’ve been at
Mercy in Canton,” Weaver said. “I’ve gotten to [work in]
post-op, after-patient care, I have been on a therapy floor,
a cardiac floor, an oncology floor, and a maternity and
labor and delivery [floor. These experiences are] definitely
something that pushes me.”
Social work is similar to
nursing in terms of how
integral the field experience
is to the program as a whole.
“For social work, [field] is
such a big part because we're
preparing
practitioners,”
Dr. Elizabeth Patterson Roe,
director of the Center for
Intercultural Studies and professor of social work, said.
“We're preparing [students] to work out there in the field
with people, and the more experience that [they] can
get to not just learn knowledge but apply it in the field is
particularly important.”
“We do have accreditation requirements that students
have to complete,” Roe said. “[The requirement is] a
minimum of 400 hours… but here at Malone, we actually
don’t just [require] the one 400-hour internship. We do a
couple of small internships before that because we want our
students to gain a variety of social work experiences beyond
just the minimum requirements”
This is easier said than done, considering the sheer
number of hours that social work majors put into
internships throughout their time at Malone.

“My sophomore internship was a 40-hour internship
that I did at Canton Christian Home to experience what
nursing home social work looks like,” Ashley Zehr, senior
social work and global international studies major, said.
“My junior year I did a 60-hour internship at Frontline
Ministries International with Redemption for Life and their
anti-human trafficking realm.
“This year, I am doing a 450-hour internship at Immigrant
Worker Project which is all for [my] social work [major],”
Zehr said. “[For my] global international studies [major],
I did a 40-hour internship last semester at the Immigrant
Worker Project.”
The 450-hour internship is the most daunting task that
future social workers face, yet it is also the most important,
both Roe and Zehr agreed.
“Their senior year [the students] have the 450 [hour
internship], and by that point they’re working about 30
hours a week; they’re becoming professionals,” Roe said.
“I'm already noticing in this 450-hour internship that it's
a big rubber-meets-the-road [moment],” Zehr said. “You
hear everything in class, and [you] can write the paper and
turn it in to get the grade, but it's a different story when
you're actually working with the person right in front of
your face and you're like ‘alright, do I actually know how to
solve this problem or help this client?’”
However, as Roe and
Zehr
also
emphasized,
having more variety than
just one internship is also
crucial to the social work
students’ experience.
“Because social work is
a super broad [field], it's
really helpful being able
to have those internships,
especially the smaller ones, because as a sophomore, who
knows what type of social work you really want to get into
since you're just learning what social work is,” Zehr said.
“Like [my internship] at the Canton Christian Home. I went
in, I learned a lot, but I also learned I did not want to be a
nursing home social worker so it helps narrow down the
avenue of where you want to go. Each different [internship]
gives you a different idea of what social work can look like
and gives you different tools and skills to be able to move
[forward] in your future.”
Much like nursing and social work, the education
program is training students directly for specific jobs and
has specific requirements for the level of field experience
needed to truly prepare them.

"WE'RE PREPARING
STUDENTS TO WORK
OUT THERE IN THE
FIELD WITH PEOPLE"

Internships, Continued on Page 2

"BLUE LIGHT
CAN CAUSE EYE
IRRITATION,
HEADACHES, NECK
AND BODY PAIN,
AND BLURRY
VISION"
Blue light travels to the user’s eyes from screens, but
not with blue light blocking glasses. However, many are
wondering if the glasses are effective and worth the buy.
“The reality is, when we go outside in sunlight for an
hour or so we are exposed to more blue light than we are
for a week in front of our computer,” Erin Sendejaz, an
optician at Vision Care Optique, said. “When we’re looking
at something in the distance, our eyes are actually relaxed;
when we are looking at something arm's length or reading
distance our eyes are actually flexing.
“If we are staring at an object from that distance for hours
and hours at a time, just like any muscle in our body that
becomes fatigued, we experience eye strain,” Sendejaz said.
“The best way to treat that is with a proper prescription and
rest.”
One way to aid the eyes from too much screen time is to
follow the 20-20-20 rule.
“The American Optometric Association recommends
computer users to follow the 20-20-20 rule,” Kensington
News, a leader in modern workplace problem research, said.
“Every 20 minutes, take 20 seconds to look at a specific
object that’s at least 20 feet away. Not only does it give your
eyes a break, but it also helps you reset your focus.”
With this information, it may seem like blue light glasses
aren’t the solution.
Lexus Roshong, senior psychology major, learned about
the effects of blue light in a psychology class. Blue light
glasses are shown to help with falling asleep as they keep
melatonin levels in sync.
“Because I’m on my computer all day, I’m exposed to lots
of blue light,” Roshong said. “I also have my ceiling lights
on and two lamps in my room. This matters because the
exposure of this non-natural light is significantly decreasing
the amount of melatonin in my body.”

Blue Light, Continued on Page 2

“I’m very grateful for the Malone Wellness Center and the
access to its equipment because I’m trying to stay healthy
as I feel like a lot of us are here on campus,” Koby Todd,
freshman social work major, said. “It’s very important to
have easy access to the gym especially with the pandemic.”
Todd is partnered with Taylor Sloan, senior exercise
science major.

"WE WANT OUR
STUDENTS TO STAY
ACTIVE!"

Student Body Continues to Workout Safely. Photo by Max Maline

EXERCISING AMID COVID-19
By Ella Myrthil
The Wellness Center continues to offer a space for
students to stay physically active during the spring 2021
semester. Clean spaces to use equipment, group fitness
classes, and the opportunity to connect with personal
trainers are all still available.
“We want our students to stay active!” Joyce Byler,
wellness director, said. “I appreciate all of our students and
athletes who have been really respectful, compliant and so
open to change with what we’re trying to do here. I hope
they understand that as soon as we are able, we will revert
back to our welcoming self, making it a really warm social
place to hang out with lots of smiles.”
The past two semesters have seen plenty of changes to
the Wellness Center, such as scheduling out different times
for athletes and non-athlete students to use the first floor
weight room. During the designated team times, only
members of that sports team are permitted into the first
floor workout room. The second floor cardio room remains
open for student use. The latest schedule was sent out on
Jan. 22 in an email from Byler.

During the fall 2020 semester, group fitness classes were
held outdoors until the campus experienced an outbreak of
COVID-19 in early November. Now, Zumba, Pilates, and
yoga classes have returned to the Pioneer Room on the
second floor of the Wellness Center. These classes remain
free for all students.
“Some of the best ways you can stay well is to get good
rest, eat fresh food from the Earth, practice mindfulness
everyday, be active, [and] get outside!” Byler said,
encouraging a motto of “green time over screen time” to
students.
Exercise Prescription is a class Byler facilitates in the
exercise science department. This is a hands-on learning
experience for exercise science students as they are paired
up with an individual to train.
“In the past, the students would pair up with faculty or
staff members, but because of COVID-19 we do not want to
put different groups together,” Byler said.” Some students
are training other students on campus and some are
training family members at home or virtually.”

Internships, Continued
“What I love about student teaching is the experience is
exactly like what I will be doing in the fall [as] a first-year
teacher,” Courtney Cearns, a senior education major, said.
“You get to have a class of real students, you get to work
with a mentor teacher every day so you really get to know
that group of kids and you get to a point where [you’re]
gradually taking over subjects.
“You eventually will get to the point where you do
everything: you teach every subject area, lesson plan, teach
all day, you're assessing kids…calling parents, going to
conferences,” Cearns said. “You're doing everything so it's
exactly what you'll be doing in the fall. It prepares you really
well.”
Cearns agreed with those from other departments that
the variety of different field experiences was important
to become prepared for practicing their profession after
graduation.
“I've seen different grade levels in different schools all
around Canton, and that's really prepared me,” Cearns
said. “[It’s been helpful] seeing different ways that teachers
manage their classroom, assess students’ resources and
different methods of teaching. It's very broad.”
The importance of field experience for these programs
could not be stressed enough by the students.
“[Clinical] gives me the confidence to talk to a patient
and really learn,” Weaver said. “It’s very different to be in
a hospital setting than to just read in a book what you’re
supposed to do.”

“[Sloan] and I have come up with a good plan for what
we want to do - I’m really grateful for him, he’s guided me
through everything,” Todd said. “Working out gives the
extra push to reach your goals and better yourself. I never
take that for granted. I’m very grateful for being asked to be
a part of this program.”
“To me, physical wellness is really important to your
overall well being,” Brittany Knoch, senior exercise science
major, said. “When I exercise, I feel that my mental health
is better, my mind is clearer, I feel like I can sleep better
and I have more energy.”
During the spring 2020 semester, Knoch was a part of the
Exercise Prescription course and trained a faculty member
on campus.
“It was a really cool experience to watch her growth and
her confidence grow as we worked together,” Knoch said. “I
got to watch her achieve her goals.”
As it has affected most, the COVID-19 pandemic has also
changed Knoch’s workout schedule. She is appreciative of
Joyce Byler’s emails that share the weight room availability
schedule with the student body.
“I think the Wellness Center has done a good job at staying
open and giving the students an opportunity to work out,”
Knoch said. “You know when teams are using the weight
room… so you know when not to go in.”
“This semester the Exercise Prescription class is starting
to learn how to meet people where they are,” Byler said. “If
somebody needs help to get started on a work out program,
we do have students that can do that. If you are really
interested and serious about getting on a plan, one of our
senior seminar exercise science students could put them
through some assessments, on a training program, and
monitor their progress.”
Any students who are interested in this program should
contact Joyce Byler at jbyler@malone.edu.

Blue Light, Continued
“I’ve had a wide variety of experiences,” Cearns said.
“They've placed me in Canton city schools [and] suburban
schools, which is where I'm at now... So [I’ve learned from]
a variety of placements [and] a variety of teachers.”
“There are definitely times where it can be stressful trying
to do an internship and school at the same time,” Zehr said.
“But it’s an opportunity that I know I will remember for the
rest of my life, and [I’ll] use skills from it for the rest of my
career.”
The students’ belief in the importance of their field
experiences was emphasized by faculty as well.
“It gives [Malone] an opportunity to serve in the
community, to make an impact [and] really live out the
principles we stand for,” Roe said. “We really believe that
our students will benefit, and the community will benefit,
from having these opportunities to serve and to apply what
they’re learning.”
Internships and field experiences give students a chance
to explore the field they are committing to and to learn
and prepare for what the future holds. There is no doubt
that Malone’s commitment to fostering such opportunities
through the Pendle Hill Pledge will encourage students to
chase their callings and follow the path God has put before
them.

However, there are ways to protect the eyes from blue
light without purchasing glasses. There’s a feature on most
smart devices that people may not realize.
“A lot of electronic devices have an amber setting that
removes a large portion of blue light,” Sendejaz said. “I tell
people about that all the time to avoid buying [lens] filters.”
Despite these options, there are upsides to buying blue
light glasses.
“[I see] no reason not to get blue light glasses as they’re
affordable, comfortable, and stylish,” Alexa Remo, junior
psychology major, said. “I wear my blue light glasses daily
and I don’t even notice they’re on!”
Blue light glasses can be found on the internet for less
than $20. If the feature is sold in combination with a
prescription lens, the price will vary.
“I have noticed a huge difference, as now I feel fine while
using technology for hours,” Remo said.
Seeking out solutions to blue light exposure can be
beneficial for anyone experiencing sleep problems,
those who use screens often, and those noticing chronic
headaches accompanying screen usage. With the increased
demand, the product can be found virtually anywhere and
in more frame styles available for blue light glasses than
ever before! Trying a pair on for size has never been more
necessary - or risk-free!

Glasses that Protect Against Electronics.
Photo by Graham Kondak
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